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 BEST GIFTS This incredible adult coloring book by best-selling artist may be the perfect way to
relieve stress and aid rest while enjoying beautiful and highly detailed pictures... Buy two copies
and revel in coloring together.
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Good paper, fun Giraffes Purchased as something special for a giraffe lover - she was thrilled and
excited to use it. Nice quality paper. Fun designs Fun designs for an excellent price. Lots of
variety. Five Stars Love this coloring reserve. My mother is a collector of all stuff giraffe and she
loves it! NICE COLORING BOOK GREAT COLORING BOOK!. Love it This was an ideal gift Pretty
giraffe pictures Nice coloring book. Just Okay.... the actual paper in the book seems cheap and
flimsy in comparison to various other “adult coloring books” as well as other kids coloring
books.!!.. Great book Great reserve. Fun to color. Mom loves it all! This is the first publication I
picked up and I've definitely found a new hobby. Giraffe addict Love it Cute item Cute webpages
with a whole lot of nice pages Nice producr Love the quick shipping...great pictures. Five Stars
Fun images with a lot of variety Just Okay.! Actually, one of the webpages looked like it was
photocopied incorrectly and was crooked. Would not recommend . Would buy again. Quality
pages. Good for a giraffe lover Nice book, some of the pictures where not very cute
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